Your CADI to CIM Support Team

Kara Clevinger
Assistant Director for Pedagogical Support & Development, CTL

“The Core Education launch is a wonderful opportunity to connect with other instructors of a course and an occasion for mutual teaching development. I can help you collaborate with your colleagues on Core Ed course (re)design within your unit or across campuses.”

Contact Kara at kara.clevinger@oregonstate.edu

Brooke Howland
Director of New Initiatives, CTL

“I enjoy designing and reviewing a course from a wholistic perspective. This ensures that each component of a course is successfully aligned throughout and reflects the Core Education standards. Together these vital components clearly communicate to students the course flow and expectations.”

Contact Brooke at brooke.howland@oregonstate.edu

Heath Henry
Assessment Coordinator, Assessment & Accreditation

“Is your course ready for the finish line? Once you’ve completed designing and developing your course, the last hurdle is getting it approved through the CIM system and into the catalog. I can help prepare you and your course for this final step.”

Contact Heath at heath.henry@oregonstate.edu

Stephanie Baugh
Curriculum Coordinator, Curriculum Management

“The CIM proposal process and review workflow are markers of shared governance and transparency. I can help you with technical questions in CIM and with the minimum syllabus requirements, and, as your proposal moves through the workflow, I am there to help facilitate communication between you and reviewers.”

Contact Stephanie at stephanie.baugh@oregonstate.edu
From CADI to CIM

You’ve completed the Core Ed Canvas Guide. You’ve attended the Course Adaptation and Design Institute (CADI). You’ve got a course map, a Core Ed syllabus template, and assessments for your new course. You’ve begun drafting your formal course proposal. Keep the momentum going!

Your CADI to CIM support team will work with you at any stage, review drafts, and help you complete your Core Ed course development and proposal.

Next Steps

Break down the course proposal into manageable pieces and set deadlines for each. Stay in contact with one of your CADI tablemates to keep each other accountable.

Seek Support

Don’t hesitate to contact your CADI to CIM support team. We’re here to help!
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